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Abstract. In order to retrieve similar motion data from Mocap database, each 
human joint’s motion clip is regarded as a bag, while each of its segments is 
regarded as an instance. 3D temporal-spatial features are extracted and data 
driven decision trees are automatically constructed to reflect the influence of 
each point during the comparison of motion similarity. At last we use the 
method of multiple instance retrieval to complete motion retrieval. Experiment 
results show that our approaches are effective for motion data retrieval. 
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1   Introduction 

Now more and more motion capture systems are used to acquire realistic human 
motion data. Due to the success of the Mocap systems, realistic and highly detailed 
motion clips are commercially available and widely used for producing animations of 
human-like characters in a variety of applications, such as simulations, video games 
and animation files[1]. Therefore an efficient motion data retrieval technique is 
needed to support motion data processing, such as motion morph, edition and 
synthesis, etc. At present, most motion data are stored in Mocap database with 
different length of motion clips, which is convenient for manipulating in animation 
authoring systems and retrieval based on keyword or content.  

Until now, several motion features have been proposed: Y.Chui et al.[3][4] 
proposed local spherical coordinates relative to the root orientation as the segments 
posture of each skeletal segment; Liu et al.[5] constructed a motion index tree based 
on a hierarchical motion description for motion retrieval; Lee et al.[6] described a 
two-layer structure for representing human Mocap data. The lower layer is a Markov 
process that retains the details of the original Mocap data, while the higher layer is a 
statistical model that provides support for the user interfaces by clustering the data to 
capture similarities among character states; Asaa et al[7] proposed a method of Action 
Synopsis, which used original motion capture data, such as joints positions, angles, 
speed, angular velocity, etc. , to make some affinity matrices. Then a low dimension 
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motion curve is produced from these affinity matrices by an RMDS method. The 
above-mentioned methods, which extracted features directly from original data, need 
some dimension reduction algorithms to avoid “Curse of dimensionality”. Mueller et 
al.[8] introduced 31 Boolean features expressing geometric relations between certain 
body points of a pose. These geometric features seem to be a kind of local 3D 
semantic features. But they are extracted by the relationship of some neighbor joints, 
so geometric features is a kind of 2D features. The geometric features are too 
complex, which is 31 dimensions. 

The temporal-spatial feature is defined in this paper first, which describes 3D space 
relationship of each joint. Unlike traditional 2D motion features, the 3D temporal 
spatial feature of each joint can represent a part of the whole motion independently. 
after extraction of temporal-spatial features, this paper builds 16 index lists for 16 
human joints and similarity measure is implemented in each index list by DTW 
algorithm[5] separately. In order to learn the contribution of each joint during 
similarity measure, a data-driven decision tree is automatically constructed to reflect 
each joint’s weight. Thus, we can measure similarity of joints with largest weight 
between motion example Q and motion A in the motion database. If these joints are 
dissimilar, motion A is skipped; if and only if similar, similarities of other joints 
between Q and A are calculated. It is obviously that this method can save computing 
time dramatically. 

So it is possible to use machine learning method to study the relationship of each 
joint of human motion. 

2   Temporal-Spatial Features 

In this paper, a simplified human skeleton model is defined, which contains 16 joints 
that are constructed in the form of tree. Joint root is root of the tree and those paths 
from root to all endmost joints in human skeletal model from sub-trees of root.  

World coordinate of each joint can be represented as follow: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0 0 0... ( )j root root grandparent grandparent parent parent j

i i i i ip T R T R t T R p=  (1) 

where 
( )j
ip  is world coordinate of joint j at time i, 

( ) ( ),root root
i iT R are the position matrix 

and orientation matrix of root at time i, 
( )

0
kT  is position matrix of joint kN ( kN  is an 

arbitrary joint in the paths from Root to endmost joint in human skeleton tree) in local 

coordinate system of its parent at start time; 
( )k
iR  is orientation matrix of joint kN  at 

time i, made by 
k

ir , 
( )
0

jp  is position matrix of joint jN
 in local coordinate system of 

its parent at start time. 

2.1   Temporal-Spatial Feature Extraction 

According to Equation (1), we can calculate world coordinate of each joint and get 48 
dimensional data. 
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Given a motion M consisting of n sampling frames, each motion can be 
represented as follow: 

),...,,...,,( 1621 iijiii ppppF =  

),...,,...,,( 21 nis FFFFM =  

),,( zyxpij =  

(2) 

 

where n is the number of frames of motion data, ijp  is world coordinate of joint j at 

i th  frame. 
Now space transformations of each joint are calculated. Firstly, we define a space 

transformation set of upper body S up , and a space transformation set of lower body 

S down  as following: 

S ui ∈S up , i=1,2…m; S dj ∈S down , j=1,2…m; where m is the number of spaces in 

space transformation set, S up  and S down  have the same number of spaces. If we take 

Root as benchmark, then space transformations of joints above Root belong to S up , 

and others belong to S down , if a joint on upper body enters into space S ui , its space 

transformation is S ui . 

Four space partition rules are defined as follow: 
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where rules of front, left and high depend on space relationship of up/down and 

left/right between joint iN  and jN , rule of far depends on range of motion. As 

usual, in rules of front and left, jN  is Root, but in rules of high and far, jN  on upper 

and lower body are different. iN , jN  are both at the same sampling frame. 

Now we define motion space transformations: 

B=( ),...,, 1621 ′SSS , ),...,,( 21 iniii sssS =  (3) 
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where iS  is space transformation vector of joint i, n is the number of frames, ips  is 

space transformation of joint i at p th  frame. Suppose aS is space transformation 

vector of joint a on lower body, aS =( 1as , 2as … ajs … ans ): 

Table 1. space rule table to calculate ajs , ajN  is joint a at j
th

 frame, rjN  is joint root at 

j
th

 frame, kjN  is joint knee at j
th

 frame 

 
 

In table 1, some rules can be concluded: 

If ajs = 1ds  ⇔  rule: 

front ( ), rjaj NN ∧ left ( ∧), rjaj NN  
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…… 
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The rules cited above are calculated by 48 dimension data from Equation (2). 
Because these rules are all calculated at same frame, time and space complexity are 
not high. Moreover, space transformations of each joint are independent. 

For example, we extract local space transformations of motion run’s left foot and 
right foot as following: 

S leftfoot  =(S dk ,S dj ,S dk ,S dj ,…); 

S rightfoot =(S di ,S dl ,S di ,S dl ,…); 

Up to now, motion’s space transformations are extracted, which is a kind of the 
reflection of motion spatial characteristic. But first of all, a complete motion is a 
group of time series data. Without time property, temporal-spatial features cannot 
represent motion clearly. 

So the time property of motion is calculated as a part of temporal-spatial features. 
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The first time property is space transformation speed. Because of independence of 
each joint’s space transformations, space transformation speed is independent either. 
The algorithm can be summarized as follow:  

 
Procedure SpaceSpeed() 

Input: local space transformation vector of k
th
 joint 

 ks =( ),...,, 21 knkk sss ,n is the number of frames. 

Output: SP k =(SP 1k ,…,SP ki ,…) ,SP ki  is space 

transformation S ki ’s speed of k
th
 joint. 

(1) Initialization: num j =0,i=1,j=0,L=S ki  

(2) if )1( +≠ ikki ss  , {spacespeed kl = num j  ,l=S )1( +ik ,j=j+1}   

else  num j =num j +1;  

(3) i=i+1,if meet end of frames goto (4) else goto (2) 

(4) return SP k  

This spacespeed is actually the speed of a joint moving from a space to another. 
The weighted sum of every joints’ spacespeeds consists of the whole motion’s 
spacespeed. 

During similarity measure, because of irregularity and contingency of human 
motion, there are odd space transformations that cannot be matched. Therefore 
spacenoise is defined to measure some odd space transformations.  

 
Procedure SpaceNoise() 

Input: local space transformation vector of k
th
 joint 

 ks =( ),...,, 21 knkk sss ,n is the number of frames  

Output: SpaceNoise k  

(1) Initialization: num j =0,i=1,j=0,l=1 

(2) if )1( +≠ ikki ss   

Noise= num j , j=j+1,  

if 
n

Noise
<ε add S ki to SpaceNoise k  

else 

num j =num j +1;  

(3) i=i+1,if meet the end of frames goto (4) else goto 
(2) 

(4) return SpaceNoise k  
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As space transformations, spacespeeds and spacenoises of 16 joints are gotten, 
complete temporal-spatial features are formed through the merger of them. 

2.2   Keyspace Construction and Indexing Mulas 

Since space is continuous, a joint is always in same space at some consecutive frames, 
which is spatial invariant. Therefore frames with the same temporal-spatial features 
can be merged into a keyspace. The keyspace is similar to the keyframe, but the 
keyspace is the local concept for each joint and keyframe is the global one for the 
whole motion. The following algorithm is proposed to calculate keyspace: 

Procedure keyspace() 

Input: local temporal-spatial features of k
th
 joint  

kst =( ),...,, 21 knkk ststst . n is the number of frames 

Output: keyspace k =( ...),,... )2()1(, ++ ikikki ststst  

( ), )2()1()1( +++ ≠≠ ikikikki stststst  

(1) Initialization: i=0, φ=kis  

(2) i=i+1,if meet the end of frames,goto (4) else goto 
(3) 

(3) if )1( −≠ ikki stst  {add kist  to keyspace k ,goto (2)} 

else goto (2) 

(4) return keyspace k ,S p  

Now the space transformation is simplified to the keyspace of each joint and 
similarity measure can implement in keyspaces directly that can reduce time and 
space complexity. 

We build a motion retrieval database with 16 index lists by temporal-spatial 
features of each joint. For a query, the similarity measure is for each joint and so it is 
the local measure. In this study, it can apply local DTW algorithm [7]. 

Temporal-spatial features can be used to extract semantic features of common 
motions.  

For running, man’s left foot is moving from S dk to S dj , then moving from S dj to 

S dk , and so on. And the movement of right foot is between S di and S dl . Furthermore, 

moving speeds of two feet are almost the same, so are moving ranges. It is widely 
known that a man’s movement of two hands is similarity to his feet when he is 
running or walking. So we can summarize the rules of temporal-spatial features for 
some important joints from running. These rules are semantic features. As mentioned 
above, most kinds of motions have their own semantic features. 

By semantic features, some common motions are recognized and retrieved 
automatically, an inverse retrieval system is made by using keyword (e.g. walk, jump) 
instead of query example to implement motion retrieval and retrieval time is reduced. 
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Now our system can extract semantic features of some simple motions (such as walk, 
run, wave, jump) from temporal-spatial features. 

3   Decision Tree Induction 

The earliest system of decision tree is CLS designed by Hunt[9].This method with the 
help of the intuition is short of mathematics foundation. Now the methods based on 
probabilistic theory are universally adopted. One of the well-known methods is a 
decision tree induction algorithm: ID3, proposed by Quilan in 1986[10]. After ID3, 
Quilan also gave some improved algorithm, such as C4.5 [11], C5. 

The principle of ID3 is that the choice of attribute should maximize the 
information gain and minimize the Entropy while the average test times from root to 
leaf node is minimal in probabilistic. 

Given some classes, the number of classes is c, if attribute A=v in all examples, its 
Entropy is defined to be: 

Entropy (A=v)=∑
=

−
c

i
ii pp

1
2log   

The information gain of attribute A is defined as the difference between the 
original Entropy and the new Entropy after classifying train examples by attribute A.  

Gain(T,A)= −)T(E )(
1

j

V

j

j
TE

T

T
∑
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where T is train set of examples, T j  is a train set of examples when A=j, T j ⊂ T 

A decision tree is constructed automatically by training six hundred human 
motions in database. (see Fig.1). 

Now can conclude that two feet’s temporal-spatial features have the greatest effect 
on human motion similarity, and two hands are the second. And the influences of 
other joints cannot be compared with. Given a query example A and a motion B in the 
database, during the similarity measure, two feet’s temporal-spatial features should be 
calculated firstly; if they are similar, two hands are calculated secondly; if dissimilar, 
Motion B is skipped and a new motion is taken from database for motion retrieval. 
Other joints’ temporal-spatial features are calculated only if temporal-spatial features 
of two feet and two hands are similar. Consequently, Retrieval based on decision tree 
learning avoids a great deal of meaningless DTW calculating and becomes more 
efficient. 

4   Experiment Results  

We implement our retrieval algorithm in matlab. It is more than 1300 real human 
motion captured sequences with different types in motion database for test. Different 
types of query examples and key words of some common motions can be used. We 
also summarize some semantic features by temporal-spatial features to recognize 
some types of motions. 
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Now a methodology for assessing prediction quality after the fact is introduced 
[12]: 

 
Fig. 1. Decision tree during motion retrieval 

 

Fig. 2. The learning curve of decision tree built by motion capture data 

The learning curve for the decision tree with motion capture data is shown in Fig.2.  
Notice that as the train set exceeds 70, the prediction quality remains stable. So the 

algorithm of data driven decision tree is reliable. 
Table 2 shows that the retrieval time of our method by decision tree is so much less 

than time of conventional method (such as the method of motion retrieval based on 
bone feature and keyframe) that is measuring all human joints with different weight 
that the retrieval performance has been improved significantly. To compare motion 
retrieval efficiency of the proposed method with that of the method based on bone 
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Table 2. performance comparison of some retrieval systems. KF is the method of motion 
retrieval based on bone feature and keyframe, SF&DT is the method of motion retrieval based 
on temporal-spatial features and data driven decision tree. 

method Precision Recall 
Retrievaltime 

(500clips database) 
SF&DT 92.6% 96.2% 8.1292s 

KF 79.1% 83.5% 35.6185s 

 
angles feature and keyframe extraction, table 1 also shows the recall and precision of 
these two methods in the same motion database. It is obvious that the retrieval 
accuracy of the proposed method is better than the other one.  

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, temporal-spatial features are proposed which describe 3D space 
relationship of each joint and each joint has its own independent temporal-spatial 
features. If consecutive frames yield the same temporal-spatial features vectors, we 
refer to them as keyspaces. The index lists of 16 joints are then built by their 
keyspaces. The data-driven decision tree is constructed automatically and the joint in 
higher level in this tree means greater influence on global motion match. During 
motion retrieval, more important joints have higher priority on similarity measure. At 
last motion retrieval is speed up significantly. Semantic features of some common 
motions can be extracted from motion temporal-spatial features.  
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